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I .  INTRODUCT ION

A. Author - Leigh Bardugo

B. Title - Six of Crows

C. Brief Summary

I I I .  SECOND  ELEMENT  -  THEME

A. Revenge as a form of justice

B. Greed overpowers love

C. Sed Lex Dura Lex

Outline

I I .  F IRST  ELEMENT  -  CHARACTERS

A. Kaz Brekker and Inej Ghafa - a couple with opposite views in life

B. Wylan: a genius who can't read

C. Jesper as an epitome of debt 

D. Matthias and Nina as enemies through nature

IV .  CONCLUS ION  

A. Characters show diversity 

B. Themes depict major problems in the society: lack of justice

C. A rollercoaster ride full of diverse characters and amazing plot



Book Review

    Leigh Bardugo's Six of Crows is a fantasy novel set on Ketterdam which focuses

on six teens forming a group to conduct a major heist for the price of 30 million. Kaz

who is gifted with lock picking, Inej who is a skilled acrobat, Jesper who is gifted

with guns, Wylan who is a young chemist, Nina who can control a person's internal

organs and Matthias who is a former convict. Together, they planned for a heist only

to end up getting tricked in the end, leaving them with nothing but a bounty on their

heads and Inej getting kidnapped.

 Throughout the story, different characters with different personalities and

backgrounds were introduced. Kaz and Inej both suffered from a terrible past. Kaz

was once a young boy aiming to be successful in the city but was tricked by a

person he trusted with almost all of his money. This betrayal lead to the death of his

brother and the start of his miserable life. Inej was kidnapped at the age of 14,

separated from her parents and was forced to be a sex worker sold into slavery.

Although both have experienced a terrible past, they differ in their views for life.

While Kaz seeks to get revenge for his brother, Inej on the other hand can still remain

positive in life and manage to pull herself together despite of everything she's been

through. Wylan is a young genius who knows a lot about chemistry and is very skilled

with creating potions, medicines and anything of the sort. He is also gifted when it

comes to mathematics and has no problems solving them however, his father

despises him due to being unable to read. This is a unique portrayal of the quote

that no matter how perfect a person may seem, everyone has their own flaws. 

  Another element of the novel that made it a good read were the themes it

portrayed. First, it showed the lack of justice in the community which led to different

forms of abuse in the community including prostitution, fraud, slavery, murder and

many more. This situation then leads people to seek for justice on their own through

revenge. Revenge as portrayed in the story is dangerous not only for the enemy but

also for oneself. 
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also for one's self as it may be a source of greed that may blind people to different

situations of life. Although justice is lacking, we should not strive to earn it through

revenge as it will only backfire in the end. Aspiring to get revenge may involve

committing crimes. No matter the justification, a crime is still a crime once

caught.The quote "Sed lex dura lex" comes to mind which means that the law is

tough but it is the law. Nothing is wrong with aiming to obtain money and power

since it may as well be considered one of the necessities to live a peaceful life.

However, the story presented that greed for these two may be too much. As seen in

the current situation of the world particularly in our own country, many still do have

an overwhelming greed for both power and money which leads them to do things

they know are not right. It was portrayed in the story as a toxic trait which may even

overpower love if not controlled properly and will eventually lead to destroying

ourselves. 

     Six of Crows was a joyful read filled with diverse characters which made the

story not only believable but also interesting. The story also portrays issues in our

modern society such as injustice faced by different people. Throughout the book,

various scenes that depict emotions were showed. Overall, the plot and diversity of

characters made the book an enjoyable  roller coaster ride.


